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1. Introduction 

Green monetary policy refers to contributions in the subject area of monetary economics that regard cli-

mate change as a central cause variable on the conduct of monetary policy. Starting from this assessment, 

green monetary policy scholars analyse central banks’ room for manoeuvre. Galvanized by think tanks 

and NGOs, central banks have recently started to discuss proposals to make monetary policy ‘green’ 

(Dikau et al., 2020). According to the European Central Bank’s (ECB) latest strategy report, published on 

July 8th 2021, elements of green monetary policy will be integrated into the ECB’s operational framework. 

The measures the report would advance in the field of green monetary policy were among the topics most 

fervently debated and hotly anticipated in the run-up (Stiens, 2021; Krämer, 2021). What is now on the 

ECB’s green agenda is as follows: green financial indicators, disclosure requirements, climate stress test-

ing, green asset purchases and a climate-risk sensitive recalibration of its collateral framework (Lagarde, 

2021b).  

In this paper, I will analyse the potential of green targeted longer-term refinancing operations, henceforth 

‘GTLTROs’ or ‘green TLTROs’. GTLTROs are a theoretical proposal that envisages central banks to 

offer banks1 funding at concessional lending rates, if banks expand their granting of ‘green’ credit (van't 

Klooster & van Tilburg, 2020). Similar green refinancing schemes have been piloted in Brazil, Bangladesh 

and recently in Japan (Kihara, 2021; Dikau et al., 2020; Barkawi & Monnin, 2015). Although GTLTROs 

do not feature in the strategy report’s green agenda, Christine Lagarde, President of the ECB, has stressed 

them to be “a matter that is of interest and that we will look at" (Cox, 2020b). Thus, in view of the report’s 

green undertones, it is not unlikely that GTLTROs will be implemented in upcoming accommodative 

monetary policy interventions.  

Interest in GTLTROs is also due to targeted longer-term refinancing operations (TLTROs) having proven 

to be a powerful instrument in boosting lending and easing banks’ liquidity constraints (Laine, 2021; 

Andreeva & García-Posada, 2020; Sugo & Vergote, 2020). This has sparked the motivation of this thesis 

to explore whether GTLTROs could be equally effective and at the same time contribute to addressing the 

‘green investment gap’ (IPCC, 2018).  

With this intention, I carry out an analysis of GTLTROs’ mode of action and an assessment of their ex-

pected implications with regards to three dimensions: lending, financial stability and market effects. With 

this type of impact assessment, I fill in a blank prevailing in the current green monetary policy literature: 

while proposals on green instruments are plentiful, analysis and impact assessments have remained sparse 

                                                 
1 The term ‘bank‘ is used to refer in a less technical way to ‘monetary financial institutes’ (MFI) that is institutes defined by their 

function to take deposits, grant credit and make investments.  
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up to this point (NGFS, 2021). The methodological approach guiding my assessment combines empirical 

evidence with economic theory inspired reasoning. This approach lends itself to cope with one main chal-

lenge of this paper, namely to evaluate under which conditions evidence that has been collected for 

TLTROs can be extrapolated to GTLTROs. Since this paper is written with the general thrust of econom-

ics, questions with a political feasibility, legal or practical implementation focus are only mentioned in 

passing. 

My analysis is structured in the following way. Following this introduction, I will motivate the proposal 

of GTLTROs and portray the literature relevant for my investigations in Chapter 2. The third chapter will 

elaborate on the concept of GTLTROs. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 will assess the impact of GTLTROs along 

with the dimensions of lending, financial stability and market effects respectively. In Chapter 7 I conclude 

and propose possible focal points for further research.  

 

2. The Case for Green Monetary Policy  

Why green monetary policy? And why set up green refinancing operations? I will sketch an answer to 

these questions and motivate the proposal of GTLTROs in the first section of this chapter. Subsequently, 

in the second section, I present the literature relevant to my analysis.  

2.1 The Role of Climate-related Financial Risks  

The turn to green monetary policy goes back to what has been first described by Mark Carney as “climate-

related financial risks” (CRFRs) (Carney, 2015). CRFRs can be regarded as one gateway through which 

climate change enters financial markets and central banks’ operating environments. CRFRs refer to risks 

that manifest in banks’, central banks’ or more generally any investor’s balance sheet related to 

environmental transition policies (so-called ‘transition risks’) and/or climatic disturbances that impair 

economic activity (‘physical risks’) (Bolton et al., 2020; NGFS, 2021; Dafermos et al., 2018). An example 

of when CRFRs could materialize would be a government’s decision for a coal phase-out which would 

render coal plants unviable. Consequently, firms in the coal sector that have not aligned their business 

model to transition policies, are forced to shut down production. In such a scenario, investors would 

withdraw from the affected firms which in turn leads to massive asset re-valuations (Bolton et al., 2020). 

Banks still invested in respective firms would incur losses and spread instability across the financial sector 

(Monnin, 2018). The reason why this instability could unfold in the first place is that, as I stipulated, the 

risk of a transition policy being implemented has not been taken into account either by investors or the 

plant’s management. The result of this biased risk assessment is that businesses are valued higher than 
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would be adequate in view of their CRFR exposure. If now CRFRs materialize contrary to agents’ risk 

assessment, firms’ ‘actual’ market value is revealed unmasking some firms as unprofitable. This triggers 

the above-sketched divestment reactions.  

Given these potential market disruptures, green monetary policy scholars argue that CRFRs pose a threat 

to the ECB’s fulfilment of its mandate. This tenor is shared by Isabel Schnabel, a member of the ECB’s 

executive board. As Schnabel stresses, CRFRs “affect price stability and the transmission of monetary 

policy to the real economy…” (Schnabel, 2021a). In this way, CRFRs might jeopardize the ECB’s ability 

to reach its primary mandate of preserving price stability in the Eurozone. Price stability is defined as 

targeting a medium-term inflation rate of 2 % (ECB, 2021c). Green monetary policy scholars have argued 

that CRFRs might affect the ECB’s mandate beyond price stability. More concretely, they argued that 

CRFRs could impede the accomplishment of the financial stability objective linked to the ECB’s role as a 

supervisory authority and of the secondary mandate of contributing to the European Union’s (EU) sus-

tainability-led general economic policy. Therefore, it has been argued that central banks should factor in 

CRFRs in their monetary policy operations2. At this point, GTLTROs have been proposed as a monetary 

policy instrument that involves pricing in CRFRs through fostering green lending:  

Because most banks do too little to incorporate environmental criteria into 

their lending decisions, they may lend in ways that conflict with the ECB’s 

monetary and financial stability objectives, as well as the EU’s environmen-

tal objectives…. A green TLTRO can counteract such market practices, and 

thereby contribute to the ECB’s primary objective of price stability, its sec-

ondary objective for supporting the economic policy objectives of the EU 

and its financial stability objective. 

Jens van’t Klooster and Rens van Tilburg in (Cox, 2020b) 

To sum up, as the quote by Jens van’t Klooster and Rens van Tilburg (2020) substantiates, the argument 

for GTLTROs is made because they are assumed to do better in supporting the ECB’s remits than con-

ventional refinancing operations. The assumption underlying this claim, which I motivated in this chapter, 

is that CRFR containment is necessary for mandate compliance. In the subsequent section, I present the 

literature to which I will recur throughout this paper.  

                                                 
2As this rationale shows, emission abatement is not stated as a first-order reason to introduce a green monetary policy. Evaluating 

green monetary policy with respect to its capacity to abate greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, though certainly a result of 

containing CRFRs, therefore misses the point.  
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2.2 Literature Review 

Three strands of literature are relevant for my endeavours. Firstly, the green monetary policy literature has 

examined the effect channels through which climate change affects monetary policy (Monnin, 2018), 

pioneered proposals to build in climate impacts in macroeconomic models (NGFS, 2021; Bolton et al., 

2020; Dafermos et al., 2018) and portrayed a plethora of green monetary policy instruments such as green 

micro and macro-prudential regulation, green collateral policies, green quantitative easing (QE) and green 

credit allocation (Dikau et al., 2020; Dikau & Volz, 2021; Dafermos et al., 2021; Schoenmaker, 2021; 

NGFS, 2021, for an overview).  

Since direct evidence on green refinancing operations is mostly out of context (Barkawi & Monnin, 2015; 

Barmes & Livingstone, 2021), the second strand of literature which I draw upon are empirical investiga-

tions of TLTROs. Most studies on TLTROs have examined the effects of the ECB’s TLTRO I and II 

series with a focus on their impact on lending (Laine, 2021; Balfoussia & Gibson, 2016), their side effects 

on funding markets (Andreeva & García-Posada, 2020; Bats & Hudepohl, 2019) and the characteristics 

of participating banks (Sugo & Vergote, 2020). This literature is crucial to assess how GTLTROs may 

change funding conditions for banks and which factors play a role in enhancing or inhibiting this (on the 

latter see also Scharfstein & Sundera, 2016; Drechsler et al., 2017; Benetton & Fantino, 2020).  

Thirdly, contributions of the green (also ‘sustainable’) finance literature inform my paper. Green finance 

scholars have investigated the investment and funding of banks to green determinations (Harrison & 

Muething, 2021; Harrison et al., 2020; Ehlers & Packer, 2017). Most relevantly, they pointed at differences 

in the process of lending when credit takers are ‘green’ as opposed to ‘conventional’ (Campiglio, 2016; 

Migliorelli & Dessertine, 2019). 

This paper mainly contributes to the first strand of literature by pointing out which parts of the more 

established literature corpus on TLTROs and green finance matter for debates in green monetary policy. 

While impact assessments are a common format of ex-ante evaluation of policy proposals (see e.g. Renne 

(2012) for the case of TLTROs), to the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first paper to conduct a 

comprehensive impact assessment for GTLTROs. To lay the foundations for my investigation, I will 

introduce the concept of GTLTROs in the next chapter.  
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3. The Concept of GTLTROs 

To conceptualize GTLTROs, I draw on contributions by van’t Klooster and van Tilburg (2020), the 

Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS, 2021) and Dikau et al. (2020). I will characterise the 

concept of GTLTROs in this chapter’s first part and turn to details on its interest rate scheme in the second 

part.  

3.1 Baseline Characteristics  

GTLTROs are assumed to maintain essential features of TLTROs. TLTROs are refinancing operations 

with a maturity of 3 to 4 years that were set up to provide longer-term finance to banks (ECB, 2021d). A 

pivotal design feature of refinancing operations refers to the question of how borrowing rates are set. In 

TLTROs, banks that increased lending to the real sector could borrow TLTRO funds at concessional rates. 

Here, GTLTROs differ. Rather than a bank’s lending performance per se, a bank’s ‘green lending perfor-

mance’ is taken to determine which borrowing rate the bank is charged (details follow in the next section). 

To define what qualifies as ‘green lending’, van’t Klooster and van Tilburg (2020) plead for falling back 

on the EU Taxonomy3 (European Commission, 2021). Hence, ‘green lending’ would be synonymous 

with ‘Taxonomy-compliant lending’4. When distinguishing between ‘green’ and ‘brown’ activities in the 

course of this analysis, I take over this definition. Green lending in turn is likely low-CRFR lending: first, 

transition risks are likely lower since the activities of green borrowers align with expected EU environ-

mental policies. Second, green borrowers might be less exposed to physical risks as they are better adapted 

to expected climatic developments. 

Elaborating on and extending van’t Klooster and van Tilburg’s (2020) proposal, GTLTROs could also 

include a green collateral modification. Two options are conceivable. First, the ECB could make partici-

pation conditional on the CRFR-properties of collateral deposited by counterparties. Second, haircuts 

based on the CRFRs (henceforth ‘CRFR-haircuts’) properties of an asset could be applied. Haircuts are 

discounts that the Eurosystem applies to securities pledged by banks to approximate costs of resale and 

value fluctuations. Both adjustments will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 

As do TLTROs, GTLTROs fit in with the spectrum of unconventional monetary policies (NGFS, 2021). 

These policies have been at the centre of the ECB’s attempt to reinforce its accommodative stance at the 

                                                 
3 In terms of the vividly held discussion on central banks’ mandate (see Section 6.2), linking the sustainability requirement of 

green monetary policies to the EU Taxonomy has the clear advantage of basing the ECB’s decision on what can be considered 

“green” on a classification developed by a democratic corpus (the EU parliament). 

4 Whether an economic activity is Taxonomy-compliant is defined by assessing its effects with respect to the criteria ‘Adaption’, 

‘Mitigation’, ‘Biodiversity’ and ‘Circular Economy’ (KPMG, 2020). 
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effective lower bound (Mouabbi & Sahuc, 2019). Figure 1 shows the outstanding amounts of assets held 

for unconventional policies. In relation to other unconventional policies, TLTROs conjointly with other 

longer-term refinancing operations (LTROs) added up to EUR 2,216 billion (bn) in 2021 or 32.57% of 

the outstanding amount. This suggests that GTLTROs would make up a considerable part of unconven-

tional policies under the assumption that past dosage is anything to go by.  

Notes: ‘Securities held for monetary policy purposes’ refer to securities held as part of the asset purchase programme 

Source: ECB (2021a), own diagram 

Unconventional policies like QE directly ease corporate or government financing conditions (Fiedler et 

al., 2019). In contrast to that, credit easing measures like GTLTROs indirectly improve firms’ financing 

conditions. This should allow banks to offer loans at more favourable conditions and thereby increase 

corporate loan demand.  

Noteworthy, incrementing lending is not the sole aim of GTLTROs. Turning to TLTROs, an important 

function of the operations has been to equip banks with liquidity. In this way, TLTROs have been used as 

a tool to prevent or alleviate crises and strengthen financial stability (NGFS, 2021). To which degree 

GTLTROs fulfil this function as well will be analysed in Chapter 5. Preliminary to my latter engagement 

with financial stability, I follow van’t Klooster and van Tilburg with respect to an assumption that marks 

out the focus of the financial stability analysis: I assume that LTROs continue to exist while GTLTROs 

would replace TLTROs, as opposed to being juxtaposed to TLTROs. Having said this, my analysis inves-

tigates GTLTROs under the assumption that conventional LTROs as well as the ultra-short-term liquidity 

Figure 1: ECB Balance Sheet Changes due to Unconventional Policies  
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via weekly auctions would be still accessible irrespective of a bank’s green performance. By stipulating 

the availability of such conventional liquidity facilities, the most extreme case of a central bank withhold-

ing liquidity in financial stress scenarios for CRFRs considerations is ruled out. Investigation of the inter-

play of green and conventional liquidity facilities is a question for another paper.  

Since the works I have so far consulted to characterise GTLTROs fail to specify a scheme to determine 

interest rates, I will next elaborate on a possible surrogate. Definition of such a scheme is necessary to have 

a point of reference for the impact assessment in subsequent chapters.  

3.2 Determination of Interest Rates  

The interest rate scheme in GTLTROs defines how a bank’s green lending performance translates into the 

borrowing rates it is charged on GTLTRO credit. Defining an interest rate scheme that is best suited to 

promote the aims of GTLTROs and provides optimal incentives is an intricate issue. An extensive review 

of possible options regarding their optimality is beyond the scope of this paper. For instance, to illustrate 

the complexity involved here, an interest rate scheme has to specify how ‘green lending performance’ is 

measured. Here, numerous measuring benchmarks exist. To name a few: a bank’s absolute increase of 

green loans, a bank’s relative increase of green loans or a multi-factor model which takes various assess-

ment points as inputs. Another challenge is to weigh the aim of (a.) stimulation of green lending against 

(b.) the financial stability supporting function of GTLTROs in such a scheme. For instance, benchmarks 

that are easy to fulfil would imply that banks receive favourable GTLTRO rates even if they only moder-

ately improved on green lending. This would be conducive to financial stability but not the best choice to 

foster green lending.  

In view of the extensive scope of these questions, instead of pinning down a suitable target figure, I assume 

a ‘generalized version’ of an interest rate scheme where I leave unspecified which exact target figure is 

used to measure a bank’s green lending performance. Instead, I assume that banks receive GTLTRO rates 

based on their 'green goal attainment in per cent’. ‘Green goal attainment’ thus functions as a placeholder 

for a target figure to be specified by policy-makers. For instance, in TLTRO II, goal attainment was spec-

ified as the ‘percentage lending increase relative to a pre-period’. This generalized version allows me to 

investigate several features of GTLTROs in subsequent parts of the analysis in the absence of a specified 

interest rate scheme. Below, in Figure 2, I have plotted this generalized interest rate scheme. I adopted the 

range of interest rates used in TLTRO II: banks with a goal attainment of 0 % or below were granted a rate 

of 0.0% corresponding to the rate on the main refinancing operations (MRO) at that time; banks with a 

goal attainment of equal or more than 100% received a rate of minus 0.4% which equalled the rate on the 

deposit facility (DF) (ECB, 2021d). 
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Goal attainment levels between 0 and 100% were translated linearly into decreasing GTLTRO rates.  

Figure 2: GTLTRO Interest Rate Scheme 

Source: ECB (2021) and own modifications, own diagram 

 

In this chapter, I defined GTLTROs as central bank credit operations that involve concessional lending 

depending on a counterparty’s green lending performance. In this way, GTLTROs pursue two aims: 

firstly, they aim at promoting green lending. Secondly, given the above-made assumption that GTLTROs 

would substitute TLTROs, they should support financial stability. Assuming that GTLTROs would follow 

the design as outlined in this chapter, I will subsequently analyse their impact starting with the effect on 

lending in the next chapter.  
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4. The Impact of GTLTROs on Lending 

Various studies have substantiated that TLTROs had a positive effect on lending (Afonso & Sousa-Leite, 

2020; Andreeva & García-Posada, 2020; Bats & Hudepohl, 2019; Laine, 2021). This makes the study of 

similar effects for GTLTROs a natural point of focus. I begin with sketching the theoretical underpinnings 

of the effect on lending to be able to check in a second step whether the effect on lending is at work for 

GTLTROs.  

Theoretically, the ‘effect on lending’ refers to the increase in granting of credit to the green real sector that 

could be set free as banks participate in GTLTROs (Andreeva & García-Posada (2020) for the 

conventional effect on lending). As pointed out, GTLTROs imply lower borrowing rates for banks that 

increase lending to green firms. Thereby, the ECB creates an incentive for banks to pass through lower 

lending rates to green businesses. Banks do so to reflect that their funding costs are lower when serving 

green clients. In this way, transmission is expected to be targeted to the green financial and corporate seg-

ment only. 

Following an approach used for a pre-implementation assessment of TLTROs by Renne (2014) the effect 

on lending can be dissected into two causal links: participation and pass through. Participation regards the 

question of whether banks will participate in GTLTROs. Pass-through is about whether banks transmit 

concessional GTLTRO rates to green loan takers. As visualized below in Figure 3, if pass-through takes 

place, lending rates for green loan takers decline and the total amount of green loans increases. 

Figure 3: Effect on Lending  

GTLTRO 𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐭𝐢𝐜𝐢𝐩𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 ⇒  Banks 𝐩𝐚𝐬𝐬 𝐭𝐡𝐫𝐨𝐮𝐠𝐡 impetus to green loan takers {
Green lending rates  ↓

  Green lending volumes ↑
  

 

 

 

a. Cost advantage in interest rates  

b. Liquidity  

Source: Own diagram  

 

Partly following the literature on TLTROs, partly building on the green finance literature I stipulate that 

factors (a.) to (d.) are the key drivers of participation and factors (c.) and (d.) of pass-through, as is depicted 

in the chain of effects above (Migliorelli & Dessertine, 2019; Andreeva & García-Posada, 2020; Laine, 

c. Restructuring costs 

d. Particularities of green lending 
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2021; Sugo & Vergote, 2020).  

For the remainder of this analysis, I hypothesize that the effect on lending works as I have outlined here. 

Assuming this theoretical conceptualization of the effect on lending, I will subsequently investigate if and 

in which way this effect likely unfolds for GTLTRO. To do so, I investigate the impact of factors (a.), (c.) 

and (d.) on the effect on lending. The factor (b.), ‘liquidity’, i.e. the ability of GTLTROs to provide banks 

with liquidity, will be elaborated in Chapter 5 when turning to GTLTROs’ financial stability impact. In 

this way, I try to do justice to the fact that liquidity does not only affect lending as a motive for participation 

but also has financial stability ramifications. To sharpen the focus of this analysis, the investigation on 

lending will be restricted to corporate lending, bracketing lending to the private sector. I begin with factor 

(a.), the cost advantage in interest rates.  

4.1 Cost Advantage in Interest Rates  

For banks’ decision whether to participate in GTLTROs, not the GTLTRO rate per se but its cost ad-

vantage compared to market-based funding alternatives is crucial (Sugo & Vergote, 2020, p. 13). There-

fore, this section aims to examine how GTLTROs compare to other green funding options in terms of 

interest costs.  

Which funding options apart from GTLTRO could a bank source to fund green projects? Transferring the 

approach of Sugo and Vergote (2020) to the green case, I assume that green covered bonds can be taken 

as a substitutive funding means. Green covered bonds are covered bonds the proceeds of which are ear-

marked for green purposes (Climate Bonds Initiative, 2017). They exhibit similar security features as cov-

ered bonds because they are backed by a separate cover pool and the receivables underlying them stay on 

the balance sheet of the issuer (Kenton, 2020). Thus, if taking bonds of the same maturity, green covered 

bonds qualify as a substitute for GTLTROs.  

To compare interest rate costs of GTLTROs to green covered bonds I build on an approach described in 

Sugo and Vergote (2020) based on Will and von Koss (2016). Following this approach, I assume a narrow 

understanding of ‘cost advantage’ as ‘cost advantage in terms of interest rates’. Thus, the cost 

advantageous funding source is the source that is obtainable at the lowest interest rates. 

To illustrate the cost advantage numerically, I assume that a bank wants to raise EUR 1 million (m) of 

funds. Available funding options are GTLTROs and green covered bonds. When funding via GTLTROs, 

I assume that a medium-sized haircut of 10.4% applies to the collateral pledged by the bank. Building on 

the generalized interest rate scheme presented in Section 3.2, I distinguish between two scenarios: a max-

imum rate of 0.0%, corresponding to a green goal attainment of 0% or below and a lower rate of minus 
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0.4% which is granted to counterparties with a green goal attainment of 100% or more. To compute the 

costs of green covered bonds, I used bonds issued between 2017 and 2021. 

Accruing interest costs and interest income to maturity for an amount of EUR 1 m are stated in Table 1. 

Sources: Refinitiv Eikon and own calculations 

Positive amounts mean that a bank receives (positive) interest income; negative amounts are accruing in-

terest costs. The first row presents interest costs (income) for borrowing EUR 1 m of GTLTRO funds. The 

second row shows interest costs accruing for a bank when funding EUR 1 m with green covered bank 

bonds in Eurozone countries. In both scenarios, costs for GTLTROs are lower than for green covered 

bonds, with banks facing lower costs at a GTLTRO rate of 0.0% (EUR - 453.66, compared to EUR -

10209.5) or even receiving positive payments at a rate of minus 0.4% (EUR - 3130.34 compared to EUR 

- 10209.5) when using GTLTROs. A possible concern regarding this estimate is the small sample size of 

green senior uncovered bonds which might lead to biased estimates. This class of bonds was used to cal-

culate GTLTRO costs (more details are given in the appendix). As a robustness check, I have let the re-

striction of ‘senior class bonds’ fall in row three and included ‘non-senior’ bonds. In both scenarios, costs 

for ‘GTLTROs robust’ are even more beneficial than in the original GTLTRO calculation (EUR - 208.41 

compared to EUR - 3375.59 in Scenario I). This suggests that the small sample has not upwardly biased 

the results. 

Next, I reported the yields for which costs of green bonds and GTLTROs would be equal (Yield*). Since 

yields are standardly denoted as annual rates, I have adjusted Yield* to fit with the GTLTRO maturity of 

4 years. This exercise indicates that green covered bond yields would have to be in the ballpark of current 

sovereign bond yields of high-rated states (e.g. the French 5-year bond) to be equally attractive as 

GTLTROs (World Government Bonds, 2021). For policy-makers, Yield* could be utilized as a control 

Table 1: Interest Costs for Banks to Fund EUR 1 m 
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to adapt GTLTRO rates and keep them attractive if they are liable to be undercut by green covered bond 

yields. In the last row, I report the cost advantage in per cent (%) of GTLTROs relative to green covered 

bonds. A positive percentage value indicates a cost advantage of GTLTROs compared to green covered 

bonds. The cost advantage is computed as the ratio between the borrowing amount of EUR 1 m plus 

(minus) GTLTRO interest income (costs) and EUR 1 m minus green covered bond interest costs. The cost 

advantage accrues to 0.966% in Scenario I and 1.321% in Scenario II. This is slightly higher than the 

average cost advantage of 0.43% Sugo and Vergote (2020) got for TLTRO I and II compared to covered 

bonds in the period between 2014 and 2017. 

This estimate is of a very general nature as estimates are based on average Eurozone bond yields. There-

fore, I will consider two parameters, namely haircuts and country location that might lead to a differently 

pronounced cost advantage across banks.  

Starting with haircuts, CRFR-haircuts influence the costs a bank bears for participating in GTLTRO. As 

motivated in Section 3, CRFR-haircuts would be applied to an asset pledged as collateral in GTLTRO 

transactions (Schoenmaker, 2021): haircuts are lowered for green assets and incremented for brown assets 

respectively changing costs of participation. To illustrate the impact of haircuts on costs accruing for 

GTLTRO participation, I have plotted interest costs (income) of GTLTROs and green covered bonds in 

rates (y-axis) for different GTLTRO scenarios (x-axis) in Figure 4. The blue curve and the light green 

curve are the ‘interest rate’ equivalents of absolute values stated in rows one and two of Table 1: they 

depict accruing interest costs for GTLTRO and green covered bond funding respectively5. As in Table 1, 

I assume a 10.4% in GTLTROs. Due to the medium size of the haircut, I refer to this as the ‘baseline case’. 

Different to Table 1, Figure 4 covers the whole spectrum of GTLTRO rates from 0.0% to minus 1%. Also, 

costs for hypothetical GTLTRO rates of minus 1% are mapped. This extension depicts the policy space 

through further interest rate cuts. In addition, I have plotted interest costs (income) in rates for different 

CRFR-haircuts. I distinguish between a ‘green haircut’ (6.4%, dark green line) for low-CRFR collateral 

and a ‘brown haircut’ (14.6%6, brown line) for high-CRFR collateral respectively. In fact, in its 2021 strat-

egy report, the ECB envisions haircuts to become CRFRs sensitive by 2023 similar to what I assume here 

(Lagarde, 2021a).  

                                                 
5 For the sake of simplicity, I assumed that yields on green covered bonds are independent of GTLTRO rates, as is illustrated by 

the constant green covered bond curve. Funding externalities analysed in Chapter 6 question exactly this assumption pointing to 

possible changes in bond yields resulting from an increased supply of GTLTRO funds. 

6 Note that the percentage values denote the additional haircuts due to CRFRs, not the entire haircut.  
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Source: Refinitiv Eikon, own diagram 

Looking at the cost advantage attributable to green (brown) haircuts, the absolute cost-benefit (burden) 

compared to the baseline case is more pronounced for higher GTLTRO rates. The relative cost-benefit 

(burden) of each haircut relative to the baseline case however decreases for higher GTLTRO rates. Thus, 

the relative savings due to pledging green collateral are higher for a bank that has not incremented lending 

and borrows GTLTROs at a rate of 0.0% compared to a bank that receives GTLTRO funds at the most 

favourable rate of minus 0.4%.  

The overall picture however is that the effect of haircuts on cost advantage is of minor importance. For 

example, assuming the above case of a bank borrowing EUR 1 m, the bank receives net payments of EUR 

1996.19 in the baseline case at a rate of minus 0.4% (see Table 1). A brown haircut, which implies 22.13% 

less favourable interest rates compared to the baseline case, would reduce net payments to EUR 1554.43; 

a loss that seems insufficient to change incentives significantly. It is also worth stressing that even in the 

case of a brown haircut GTLTROs, exhibit a clear cost advantage compared to green bonds. This seems 

to indicate that CRFR-haircuts alone, while potentially unravelling market effects as I investigate in Chap-

ter 6, are unlikely to significantly affect cost advantage considerations. 

Another parameter that might affect the cost advantage is a bank’s country location. Given that green 

covered bond yields vary across countries, with yields being higher in low-rated countries such as the 

Figure 4: Interest Costs of GTLTROs for Different Haircuts  
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PIIGS countries7, the cost advantage might be more pronounced in these countries as banks can dodge the 

costs of high bond premia. To check this hypothesis, I plotted the cost advantage for Spain, Germany and 

France in Figure 5.  

Source: Refinitiv Eikon, own diagram 

Notably, the cost advantage is indeed most pronounced for PIIGS country Spain. For a GTLTRO rate of 

0.0%, participation in GTLTROs is 2.29% cheaper, incrementing to 4% at a GTLTRO rate of minus 0.4% 

and skyrocketing to 35% for a hypothetical rate of minus 0.95%. These figures are considerably higher 

than for the remaining countries which can be considered high-rated for which the cost advantage ranges 

between 1 and 2.3% in the spectrum of 0.0% to minus 0.4%. This is in a similar ballpark as the cost ad-

vantage of the average estimates for the Eurozone in Table 1. This indicates that GTLTRO uptake might 

be higher in low-rated countries which have particularly strong cost incentives for uptake.   

To conclude, this section has found that the GTLTROs would have a cost advantage compared to green 

covered bonds. Given the relevancy of the cost advantage as a motive for uptake in TLTROs (Sugo & 

Vergote, 2020), this points to positive prospects for participation in GTLTROs. This finding is subject to 

the restriction that as green finance mainstreams, green covered bond finance might be obtainable at more 

attractive conditions in the future than stipulated here. While the impact of CRFR-haircuts on costs has 

been found to be moderate, the influence of country location is considerable.  

                                                 
7 This country grouping comprises Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greek and Spain.  

Figure 5: Cost Advantage of GTLTROs over Green Covered Bonds by Country 
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In the subsequent section, I scrutinize factor (c.), restructuring costs.  

4.2 Restructuring Costs  

Restructuring costs are costs that accrue for banks to recalibrate their portfolio to optimize it for the change 

in financing caused by GTLTROs. More precisely, banks’ funding and lending strategy might no longer 

be optimal since GTLTROs change the set of funding sources by adding a new funding option. Therefore, 

the amount of restructuring costs that a bank anticipates accruing might have an influence on both, whether 

it participates in GTLTROs and the mode of pass-through.  

Worth emphasizing, restructuring does not only refer to changing the mix of funding options. If banks do 

this is exactly the question of funding cost advantage discussed in the previous section. It may also involve 

changes in the asset side of the balance sheet. As GTLTRO terms depend on banks’ lending patterns, an 

adaptation of the lending pattern is a natural starting point for restructuring. However, banks might face 

different incentives to engage in restructuring. For some banks, it might be profitable to include more green 

loans to obtain lower GTLTRO rates. For others, it could be optimal to avoid the costs related to partici-

pation in GTLTROs and stick with conventional funding sources rather than take up GTLTROs. Banks’ 

decision - whether they prefer changing their lending pattern to profit from low GTLTRO rates or stick 

with current credit takers and source conventional funding sources - can be formalized in the following 

way:  

Participation Condition:   

𝑈𝐺𝑇𝐿𝑇𝑅𝑂 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑅) > 𝑈𝑁𝑜 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑅)                  (1) 

 

Determinants of Restructuring Costs:  

               𝑅 = 𝑅(𝐷𝐶, 𝐺, 𝐶𝐴)                                                        (2) 

The participation condition describes in a simplified way the calculation that banks face when they con-

sider participation in GTLTROs. In Equation (1), the case of a bank that fares better participating, reflected 

by a higher utility, is shown. Signs above the variables reflect how variables impact the functional value. 

Thus, the utility associated with (non-)participation is a negative function of restructuring costs R. Equation 

(2) describes the factors which in turn determine restructuring costs. Restructuring costs are higher if dis-

closure costs (DC) i.e. costs that banks face for reporting and monitoring the ‘greenness’ of their lending 

are higher. Restructuring costs are lower if a bank exhibits a larger green focus (G) or if it has a larger cost 

advantage (CA) e.g. because it is based in a PIIGS country.  
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Certainly, these factors should not be taken to be an exhaustive set of determinants but rather constitute an 

approximation.  

Assuming that this calculus plays a role in banks’ decision to take up GTLTRO funds, a probable impli-

cation is that banks with lower restructuring costs are more likely to participate in GTLTROs. Conversely, 

banks with high restructuring costs are better off sticking to their portfolio and sourcing other refinancing 

options. Restructuring costs are also important for pass-through. Those banks which participate in 

GTLTROs as for them Equation (1) is satisfied might have an incentive to pass through funds in a way 

such that their costs are minimal. Admittedly, other maxims than cost minimization such as maximizing 

return could guide banks’ pass-through strategy. Yet, if one assumed that cost minimization is decisive, 

banks would favour clients whose sustainability assessment would incur lowest restructuring costs. This 

would result in an allocation where GTLTRO funds are demanded and green credit is boosted by those 

banks which can do so at lowest restructuring costs. Also, banks pass through GTLTRO funds to those 

firms for which green lending costs are lowest. Although this result might sound desirable in the first place, 

it probably is not under further scrutiny. This is because investing where restructuring is cheapest is not 

equivalent to investing where mitigating greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is cheapest. 

To illustrate on this point, a bank with a lending focus on wind energy will have low restructuring costs 

since DC is low (wind energy is per definition Taxonomy-compliant and does not require extensive 

screening on the bank’s side) and G is high (such that the bank is spared the costs of setting up new green 

investment relationships) (van't Klooster & van Tilburg, 2020). Also, one could assume that CA is high as 

the bank is headquartered in Spain. Such a bank will likely prefer participation. Also, this bank will con-

tinue to direct its credit to wind energy partners which is the lowest cost option. Consequently, this bank 

as well as its wind energy clients will have favourable funding conditions. In particular, their funding con-

ditions will be better than those of companies with similarly good sustainability characteristics. 

In view of these theoretical considerations, the question arises whether and to what extent differences in 

terms of the determining variables DC, G and CA, as I have hypothesized here, actually exist. Since I have 

already covered CA in the previous section and G, as bank-level characteristic is notoriously difficult to 

measure, I will focus on DC. Regarding DC, Table 2 shows the percentage of companies by sector that 

have disclosed sustainability-related information about their business. Progress in disclosure varies among 

sectors with ‘Energy’ and ‘Materials and Buildings’ leading the field. These more progressed sectors 

might profit to an above-average extent from GTLTROs because banks might prefer to lend to industries 

with more established and reliable disclosure procedures. This is true also for per definition Taxonomy-

compliant sectors, as pointed out above.  
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While from an economic theory perspective the distorting effect of GTLTROs via restructuring costs is 

worth pointing out, in practical terms a better grid position of the sectors most affected by the transition to 

Source: TCFD (2020), own diagram 

a net-zero economy might not be troublesome. Also, the distortion could be relatively small in scale com-

pared with the opportunity costs involved in not using GTLTROs.  

One way to level differences in restructuring costs proposed by van’t Klooster and van Tilburg (2020) 

consists in adding SME or sector-wise correction factors to equalize differences DC. In addition to that, 

country benchmarks could help to account for cross-country heterogeneities in CA due to differences in 

costs for substitutes. I consider factor (d.), particularities of green lending, in the next section.  

4.3 Particularities of Green Lending  

The hypothesis that motivates this chapter is that banks’ lending decisions might differ if they are posi-

tioned vis-à-vis green instead of conventional borrowers. This is what I try to grasp with ‘particularities of 

green lending’. As such particularities might change banks’ lending behaviour this could then again 

change the effectiveness of GTLTROs. Therefore, I will explore which green finance particularities exist 

and how they might impact the effect on lending of GTLTROs.  

One cluster of theoretical findings on green lending goes back to Campiglio (2016) and Punzi (2018). 

They found that banks tend to severely curtail lending to green firms or projects (Campiglio, 2016; Punzi 

2018). According to the authors, the reason for this is a “green credit rationing”. Similar to conventional 

credit rationing, green credit rationing refers to a supply gap of green credit. This supply gap is due to 

Table 2: Share of Disclosed Companies by Industry 
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informational asymmetries specific to green lending. For instance, green enterprises are overproportionally 

younger enterprises. This entails that investors lack experience values of the performance of enterprises 

which engenders hidden characteristics. As consequence, banks supply less credit than is demanded (and 

would be socially optimal) with the result that markets clear at the rationing equilibrium leaving willing 

credit takers unserved (Jaffee & Stiglitz, 1990). For conventional credit markets, there is a still ongoing 

debate about whether low levels of credit in the period after the 2008 Global financial crisis (GFC) are a 

symptom of credit rationing or rather reflect weak credit demand. In green markets, the case seems to be 

clearer as various particularities of green lending have been found to limit credit supply. Hence, the 

suspicion is that low levels of green credit (Marois, 2017) are a supply-side issue and indeed a symptom 

of a green credit rationing. The following particularities of green lending have been cited by the literature 

as adversely affecting green lending: (i.) higher upfront costs of green investments, (ii.) longer terms and 

(iii.) uncertainty regarding political, technological and financial conditions.  

Concerning the first impediment Nelson and Shrimali (2014) estimate that upfront capital costs amount to 

84 to 93% of the overall costs of investment for wind, solar, and hydro energy which compares to 66 to 

69% for coal or 24 to 37% for gas (Nelson & Shrimali, 2014). In addition to this, usually, green borrowers 

do not dispose of high-value collateral in contrast to e.g. heavy industry which can fall back on mortgages.  

Longer terms (ii.) typical for green investments, conflict with liquidity requirements which have gotten 

tighter in the aftermath of the GFC (van't Klooster & van Tilburg, 2020). Liquidity regulations require 

banks to have a sufficient amount of liquidity at their disposal. Long-term investments counteract this since 

they tie up capital for longer periods. The third particularity, high uncertainty (iii.), erodes planning secu-

rity. Also, uncertainty requires banks to mobilize more resources to acquire information about firms and 

mitigate informational deficits. For instance, such search costs could accrue as banks research the prospects 

of certain technologies used by firms. 

Beyond these structural impediments (i.-iii.), the macroeconomic situation could also be a factor 

compressing green lending. Characterising credit markets as still seized by the aftershocks of the GFC and 

the 2010 European debt crisis, Benetton and Fantino (2020) diagnose cautiousness as a basic constant of 

banks’ conduct. Especially, the authors find evidence for a ‘flight to quality’: banks attempt “to allocate 

their means towards the smaller and ex-ante safer firms” (Benetton & Fantino, 2018, p. 3)8. This suggests 

that, next to banks’ general reluctance towards lending, if they lend, they prefer safer firms. This disposition 

in the banking sector could overproportionally harm green lending as green firms are generally considered 

                                                 
8 According to Benetton and Fantino (2020), the effect of TLTROs on lending was more pronounced for smaller firms because 

they are more dependent on loans to obtain finance.  
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riskier by investors due to e.g. uncertainty, as stressed above. Thus, banks’ safety preference might prompt 

banks to evade green lending and dissuade them from participation in GTLTRO.  

Next to these theoretical findings, statistics on the ‘green orientation’ of the actual granting of credit might 

be instructive. This is because if non-green lending is highly pronounced and widespread, it will likely be 

more difficult for GTLTROs to move banks towards green lending. Looking at the breakdown of credit 

provision by NACE sector9 (Figure 6), it can be noted that the three high-carbon sectors ‘Manufacturing’, 

‘Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply’ and ‘Transportation and storage‘ together account for 

68.5% of outstanding loans albeit only making up 24.4% of the EU’s gross value added (GVA). GVA 

corrects GDP for taxes and subsidies and is thus more suitable to measure contribution to output by sector 

(Blanchard & Illing, 2014).  

Figure 6: Outstanding Loans by Sector in 2021 

Source: Refinitiv Eikon, own diagram 

These three sectors account for 61.83 % of EU GHG emissions (Dafermos et al., 2021). In the three high-

carbon sectors, 1% of GVA causes an equivalent of 95.41 m t CO2. Compared to that, this value is on 

average 19 m t CO2 or a fifth across the other sectors. While 68.43% of loans belong to the former high-

carbon sector grouping, the remaining 31.57% can be assigned to the lower-carbon sectors. This indicates 

                                                 
9 This is a statistical classification of industries used by the EU.  
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that relative to their proportion of GVA, carbon-intensive sectors are overproportionally equipped with 

credit. I take these statistics to indicate that current lending practices are inclined towards high-carbon 

sectors which likely impedes the effect on lending. Evidence by de Haas and Popov (2019) substantiates 

these findings on a more general level. As their study covering 137 countries concludes, bank-based econ-

omies are worse at providing green finance compared to economies where market-based finance is dom-

inant (de Haas & Popov, 2019).  

To sum up, particularities of green lending are likely to have a compressive impact on both participation 

and pass-through. The current inclination of the green loan market towards high-carbon industries likely 

adds inertia making it difficult for GTLTROs to move banks away from high-carbon industries and 

towards green lending. Given that around two-thirds of finance in Europe is provided by banks, winning 

them for green investment is crucial to achieving large-scale effectiveness (Bloomberg, 2015). Also, bank 

lending is better apt to include SMEs and small entities.  

In summary of the entire examination of the effect on lending, GTLTROs offer an attractive cost of 0.996-

1.321% which has been argued to be pivotal for large-scale participation. To counter heterogeneity in 

restructuring costs which I identified as possibly distorting uptake, GTLTROs should include correction 

factors. Several impairments, among those unfavourable investment properties of green projects, continu-

ing bank cautiousness and closer ties of banks to high-carbon industries, pose challenges for green lending. 

This might hinder pass-through in GTLTROs. Given these impairments, I conclude that GTLTROs seem 

to be a highly indicated policy that addresses the disincentives underlying green credit rationing. To allow 

for a fuller picture of the impact of GTLTROs, I will investigate financial stability implications in the next 

chapter.  

 

5. The Impact of GTLTROs on Financial Stability  

According to Sugo and Vergote (2020), banks have ranked liquidity as a top reason for recourse to 

TLTROs (Sugo & Vergote, 2020). This finding stresses that apart from fostering lending, TLTROs im-

portantly contributed to corroborating financial stability. This chapter will focus on the question of whether 

GTLTROs would support financial stability in a similar way.  

As I remarked in Chapter 3, the financial stability effects of GTLTRO partly depend on the availability of 

conventional liquidity facilities and the relative weight given to financial stability versus green lending in 

the design of a GTLTRO interest rate scheme. For reasons explained in that chapter and given the limited 

scope of this paper, I bracket the evaluation of these parameters. Rather, the focus will be on how a green 

collateral modification would affect financial stability.  
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A green collateral modification built into GTLTROs could take the form of assessing and pricing the col-

lateral counterparties deposit at the ECB to obtain GTLTRO means with respect to their CRFRs charac-

teristics. Discussion of such a modification is of topical interest given the ECB’s recent announcement to 

“consider relevant climate change risks when reviewing the valuation and risk control frameworks for 

assets mobilised as collateral” and to “introduce disclosure requirements for private-sector assets as a new 

eligibility criterion or as a basis for a differentiated treatment for collateral and asset purchases” (ECB, 

2021b). Green collateral modifications could have a restrictive or expansionary design. I start by outlining 

restrictive collateral modifications.  

5.1 Restrictive Collateral Modifications  

In this section, I will review two restrictive green collateral modifications: CRFR-haircuts and a green 

eligibility restriction. A green eligibility restriction implies that the central bank accepts green securities 

only in GTLTRO repo transactions.  

A first concern is that both measures could exacerbate access to GTLTROs for those banks which pre-

dominantly dispose of brown securities (henceforth ‘brown banks’). More concretely, GTLTROs might 

not be as useful for liquidity conversion as were TLTROs. In TLTROs, banks converted liquidity by 

pledging illiquid assets as collateral and in return receiving TLTRO means. TLTRO means qualify as 

high-quality liquid assets (HQLAs)10. Therefore, banks could use TLTRO funds to improve their liquidity 

ratios and to abide by liquidity regulations, most importantly Basel III (BIS, 2010). Consistent with this, 

banks’ uptake in TLTROs was higher if they fell short of HQLAs suggesting that liquidity conversion was 

a key driver of uptake (Sugo & Vergote, 2020).  

GTLTROs would make it more preferable (in the case of CRFR-haircuts) or mandatory (in the case of a 

green eligibility restriction) for banks to pledge green collateral. Conversely, if banks pledge brown collat-

eral, they incur higher costs. In case of a green eligibility restriction, banks that do not dispose of green 

collateral, have to acquire it at some cost. Apart from these increased expenditures for participation in 

GTLTROs, brown banks would also bear higher costs if they did not participate in GTLTROs as they face 

higher funding costs via the market as Section 4.1 concluded. Also, restrictive collateral modifications 

likely have the effect of devaluating brown collateral. If declared ineligible or penalized with higher hair-

cuts, brown securities get less useful for banks. This is reflected in lower prices and lower liquidity of these 

bonds tantamount to higher funding costs for the issuers (Nyborg, 2017, p. 20; Cassola & Koulischer, 

                                                 
10 HQLAs are characterised both by their liquidity and their high credit rating which make them useful to settle payments imme-

diately (Grandia et al., 2019).  
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2019). Furthermore, as Lane et al.(2015) show, haircut regimes have an anchor point effect for market 

transactions between banks. Thus, banks likely imitate ECB haircuts in bilateral transactions amplifying 

the scope of the effect of collateral policies.  

Synthesizing these effects, both restrictive collateral modifications would hamper the access for brown 

banks to ECB refinancing. Liquidity bottlenecks are becoming more likely. This constitutes a prima facie 

concern for financial stability. To assess how large in scale this effect would be, looking at the amount of 

brown non-HQLAs is pivotal. Focus on this class is indicated as non-HQLA have been the securities most 

harnessed as collateral in TLTRO transactions and brown assets are most affected by restrictive collateral 

modifications. Combining data on the share of non-HQLA pledged (65%) (Grandia et al., 2019) with data 

on the sector breakdown of eligible bonds (see Dafermos et al., 2021) I estimate that around 61 % of non-

HQLAs qualify as brown11. Thus, if brown collateral becomes subject to a restrictive collateral 

modification this would affect a sizable volume of the market. Access to liquidity and funding likely is 

aggravated for a considerable number of agents.  

Beyond financial stability, the devaluating impetus on asset values through restrictive collateral modifica-

tions potentially has a contractive effect on investments in non-green segments. At worst, the level of total 

investment might decline. As Raberto et al. (2019) show for the case of climate-differentiated capital 

requirements, policies with a restrictive impact on lending compress output and investments through lower 

lending volumes. Such effects could plausibly occur as a result of restrictive collateral modifications as 

they disfavour and possibly constrain conventional lending. Gripped by the general downward movement 

unleashed by this restrictive impetus, banks’ primary endeavour is to consolidate their business situation. 

In this way, their appetite for riskier and presumedly lower-return green finance is reduced (Campiglio, 

2016). Eventually, as less green lending means that the shift to a CRFR-resilient economy is deferred, 

restrictive collateral modifications could adversely affect financial stability through this channel. In sum-

mary, the primary effects of a restrictive collateral modifications are a reduced usefulness of GTLTROs 

for liquidity conversion and brown asset devaluation.  

5.2 Expansionary Collateral Modifications 

Turning to expansionary modifications, options are a green eligibility extension and CRFR-haircuts. A 

green eligibility extension would imply widening the spectrum of eligible collateral to include more green 

                                                 
11 To arrive at this estimate I have made several assumptions: (i.) independence between the liquidity and the determination of a 

bond; (ii.) non-HQLAs, which are neither sovereign nor corporate bonds, exhibit the same sectorial composition as corporate 

bond market structure; (iii.) brown bonds are defined as bonds emitted by three high-carbon sectors in the EU economy (see 

Section 4.3). 
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collateral. While CRFR-haircuts are restrictive for brown collateral, they have expansionary effects on 

green collateral, as will be sketched in this section.  

The first effect of expansionary collateral modifications is mirror-inverted to the restrictive case: preferen-

tial haircuts and eligibility entail that the market value of green assets increases. This improves funding 

conditions for green firms. Besides, access to GTLTROs is facilitated for holders of green assets as haircuts 

are reduced and some green assets are accepted as collateral in the first place. Favourable treatment of 

green assets by the ECB possibly increases the supply of these assets. This likely ameliorates their liquidity 

and reduces trading costs. The decline in trading costs seems to be particularly beneficial as trading costs 

have been notoriously higher for green bonds compared to conventional ones, constituting a further obsta-

cle for their market adoption (Fender et al., 2019). 

In terms of participation in GTLTROs for liquidity conversion, there seems to be a strong rationale for 

holders of green securities to participate in GTLTROs: as green securities are typically non-HQLAs 

(Campiglio, 2016) encumbering green securities allows banks to upgrade their liquidity. However, con-

cerns might be voiced with respect to the change in credit quality in case CRFR-haircuts or a green eligi-

bility extension are adopted. This is because the ECB could load on more credit risks if CRFRs cannot be 

played off against general default risks. This concern would become pertinent if the ECB were to consider 

changing the catalogue of eligible collateral to include more green collateral either by replacing brown 

with green collateral or by enlarging the catalogue by adding green collateral. To exemplify the 

implications of a ‘brown for green’ replacement the effect of a minimum quota of green collateral can be 

tested. 

To do so, I look at differences in credit ratings between green and conventional bonds. According to the 

Bank for International Settlements (BIS), ratings of green and conventional bonds have been converging 

in terms of credit rating in recent years (Fender et al., 2019). Still, green corporate bonds seem to be a bit 

riskier, as the percentages of bonds per ECB rating category in Table 3 show. Remarkably, the mass of 

conventional bonds is slightly more concentrated in the upper-middle rating spectrum which results in a 

slightly better rating average (A+ for conventional bonds compared to A- for green bonds)12. A 10% quota 

for instance, which would mean that at least 10% of collateral pledged in GTLTROs have to be green, 

would only imply a minor deterioration in credit quality. Employing the somewhat coarse meshed ECB 

rating, this modification would not change the mean ECB portfolio rating which would still be A+. As 

averages likely blur tail risks, looking at the proportion of ‘below BBB- bonds’ included in the ECB’s 

                                                 
12 To calculate averages, I used numerical values (1 to 4) as auxiliary variables. Hence, for this calculation, I made the assump-

tion that ratings can be treated as values on an interval scale with differences between rating classes being equidistant.  
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collateral framework by such a policy might be more telling. Below BBB- bonds normally would not be 

accepted by the Eurosystem. However, when correcting for CRFRs characteristics, these bonds would 

receive a better risk grading and end up eligible.  

Source: Fender et al. (2019), own diagram 

The implication is that the ECB would load on conventional risks beyond its usual tolerance. To 

concretize, a 25 % green bond quota would be tantamount to including 1.25% of below BBB- bonds, the 

same number being 0.5% for a 10% quota.  

Even if this uptake of risks is small in scale, accepting BBB- bonds might be incompatible with the tenets 

of the ECB’s collateral policy. The ECB assumes low-rated collateral “to be more information-intensive 

and more difficult to value” and to have a “higher probability of default, and an even higher probability of 

downwards migration” (Bindseil et al., 2017, p.12). This complicates its prudential handling. Given this 

stance on credit quality, a green collateral extension excluding ‘below BBB- bonds’ might be better com-

patible with the ECB’s collateral policy principles. This could be obtained at the little cost of excluding the 

mentioned 5% of below BBB- bonds, confining to include the remaining 95% of green bonds. Regarding 

compatibility with the ECB’s tenets, collateral policies are also required to align with the principle of ‘mar-

ket neutrality’. Whether this is true for the collateral policies considered here is part of a more general 

debate which I will cover in Chapter 6.  

To sum up, the usability of GTLTROs for liquidity transformation could be lowered if they include a 

restrictive green collateral modification. Such a modification would entail that GTLTROs get less usable 

for liquidity transformation. Given the large share of brown HQLAs (61%) involved in banks’ daily op-

erations, the contractive effect would be sizable. Expansionary collateral modification can foster green 

Table 3: Credit Rating of Green and Conventional Bonds 
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investment as market values of green securities increase. Thereby, they could lower funding costs for green 

businesses. Risks on the ECB’s balance sheet would only slightly increase through such a measure.  

Noteworthy, GTLTROs could be implemented without the financial stability issues discussed here if col-

lateral policies are left untouched (NGFS, 2021; van’t Klooster & van Tilburg, 2020). Policy-makers have 

to make the trade-off of accepting potential adverse financial stability issues sketched here versus allowing 

GTLTROs to have a broad impact on assets’ market values through a green collateral modification. While 

in the absence of a green collateral modification GTLTROs would primarily affect banks’ lending pattern 

(Cox, 2020a), a green collateral modification would have a broader influence as banks would also have to 

hold a sufficient amount of green assets to deposit as collateral. Potentially, this would foster a greening of 

banks’ entire portfolios, not just of their lending scheme. In the next chapter, I will scrutinize the third 

dimension of GTLTROs’ impact, market effects.  

 

6. Market Effects of GTLTROs 

GTLTROs alter the funding conditions of biding banks by giving these banks access to subsidized 

funding. In this way, GTLTROs ameliorate the competitiveness of banks that participate relative to those 

which do not. Both, bidding banks and non-bidding banks are likely to strategically react to this change in 

funding framework conditions. This chapter studies these ‘second round repercussions’ of GTLTROs 

centring on funding externalities in the first part and turning to the question of the implications of a ‘green 

selective’ transmission in the second part.  

6.1 Funding Externalities  

GTLTROs equip banks that partake in the operations with funds. For this reason, these banks might not 

need to issue green bonds to obtain finance. Consequently, the overall quantity of green bonds in the mar-

ket is lowered which lets green bond prices soar. Green funding costs in the banking sector both for par-

ticipating and non-participating banks decrease since higher green bond prices reduce the interest expense 

of issuers. This sequence of effects, referred to as funding externalities (Andreeva & García-Posada, 2020), 

is visualized in the chain of effects below.  

Figure 7: Funding Externalities  

𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑖𝑎 𝐺𝑇𝐿𝑇𝑅𝑂 ↑  ⇒   𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠 ↓ ⇒ 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 ↑

                                   ⇒   𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑠 ↓  

Source: Own diagram  
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A presupposition for funding externalities to occur is that GTLTRO funds and green bank bonds13 (GBBs) 

are substitutes. Only then might participation in GTLTRO prompt banks to issue less or no green bank 

bonds. For TLTRO funds and conventional bank bonds such a substitutive relationship was manifest, as 

Andreeva and García-Posada (2020) show. To check whether the same is true for GTLTROs and green 

bank bonds, I look at two criteria decisive for substitutability, namely maturity and the risk perception of 

banks by the market.  

Starting with maturity, if maturities of GTLTRO funds and GBBs diverged, these funding means would 

have a differing funding functionality for banks. In this way, it could be convenient for banks to use both 

forms of financing to cover different time spans. In this case, GTLTROs and GBBs would not be substi-

tutes. Sticking with the assumed maturities of past TLTRO operations, GTLTRO funds would have a 

maturity of 3 to 4 years. To compare the maturities of green and conventional bank bonds, I have juxta-

posed their respective maturity distributions below.  

Figure 8: Maturity of Green and Conventional Bank Bonds  

Source: Refinitiv Eikon, own diagram 

Visibly, the green bank bond distribution is considerably shifted to longer maturities. Because the distri-

butions are left-skewed with some outliers exhibiting very long maturities, the median likely better sum-

marizes the distribution’s characteristics than the mean. The median maturity is 7 years for GBBs which 

is in line with statistics by Ehlers and Packer (2017) and 5 years for conventional bank bonds. This seems 

                                                 
13 GBBs are green bonds issued by banks. 
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to indicate that while maturities were sufficiently akin between TLTROs (3 to 4 years) and conventional 

bank bonds (5 years) the difference in maturity is more pronounced between GTLTROs (3 to 4 years) and 

GBBs (7 years). Substitution of GTLTROs with green bank bonds, except for bonds with maturities close 

to the GTLTRO term, is thus less likely as GBBs seem to be typically used for longer maturities. As Ehlers 

and Packer’s (2017) finding that green bonds still trend towards longer maturities suggests, this functional 

dichotomy will likely prevail. Thus, in terms of maturity GTLTRO funds and GBBs are likely not substi-

tutes.  

Next to maturity, I assume that the risk perception of banks by the market is relevant for whether banks 

consider substituting GBBs with GTLTROs. In fact, this point is less about substitutability than it is about 

costs. For banks that have the reputation of being risky and thus have to offer higher premia when emitting 

bonds, GTLTROs might be the better choice since banks’ risk is priced in to a lesser extent. Hence, for 

these banks, GBBs do not constitute a comparable alternative, prompting them to lower their bond issu-

ance.  

To be able to say more about the risk characteristics of green banks, I looked at the differences in credit 

default spreads (CDS) for ‘green banks’ that is banks that either issued green loans or green bonds (or 

both) and those which did not. I used CDS listed in 2021 on Refinitiv Eikon. The results are visualized in 

Figure 9: in general, green banks, are not perceived riskier than those exclusively operating in conventional 

markets. On average, green banks were ranked A2 by Moody’s, compared to Ba1 for conventional banks. 

This piece of evidence portends that in general high-risk premia will not constitute a reason why green 

banks keep from issuing bonds. Despite this being true for the average bank, some banks might still face 

high premia and fare better taking up GTLTROs. Conversely, worse credit ratings of conventional banks 

might have been a driver for TLTRO up-take. This effect would cease to apply in GTLTROs, a factor 

pointing to lower participation in GTLTROs.  
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Figure 9: Rating of Green and Conventional Banks 

 

Source: Refinitiv Eikon, own diagram 

Apart from banks, funding externalities could also materialize for corporations. Firms could be incentiv-

ized to take up more green loans taking advantage of attractive lending offered by banks which source 

GTLTRO funds. If they take that option, this might prompt them to emit fewer bonds. Whether this hap-

pens is more difficult to assess than in the case of bank bonds. This is because the maturity of green loans 

might differ from the maturity of GTLTRO means under the condition that banks step in transforming 

maturities14. In principle, this paves the way for corporations to cherry-pick green loans with maturities 

they cannot cover in a cost-efficient way with green bonds. For instance, a corporation might know from 

experience that green bonds with a maturity of 10 years sell well compared to bonds with shorter maturi-

ties. Hence, this corporation will use loans to cover shorter maturities and bonds to cover longer maturities. 

In total, GTLTROs would imply that fewer corporate green bonds are issued for less favourably selling 

maturities. The result is that funding externalities occur in the corporate sector: GTLTROs likely lead to a 

diminished supply of corporate bonds, entailing more favourable funding conditions for firms.   

I take the findings of this section to indicate that GTLTROs will not induce large funding externalities in 

banking sector funding markets. This is to the benefit of the GBB market the evolvement of which might 

                                                 
14 Arguably, banks might have an interest not to overextend maturities as GTLTRO maturities are limited to 3 to 4 years and 

granting loans of longer terms might lead to liquidity bottlenecks.  
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have been dampened if funding externalities prevailed. However, in the corporate funding market funding 

externalities are more likely given that loan maturities are flexible.  

This makes the substitution of loans and bonds conceivable. In the next section, I will turn to market effects 

and implications for transmission that might arise due to the targeted nature of GTLTROs.  

6.2 Selective Monetary Policy Transmission  

One objection often raised against green monetary policy which is equally valid for GTLTROs is that it 

would counteract the homogenous transmission of monetary policy impulses through all sectors of the 

economy (Issing, 2019). In this way, green monetary policy, as a type of ‘selective monetary policy’, 

(Gischer et al., 2004, p. 283) would transmit monetary impulses and subsequent positive economic bene-

fits to selected sectors only. 

This critique is based on the idea that central banks should stick to the notion of ‘market neutrality’. Market 

neutrality has long been used as a practical heuristic of the ECB’s open market operations. It states that 

ECB interventions should be designed so as to “minimize the impact on relative prices … and unintended 

side effects on market functioning” (Hercelin, 2019). Notably, this notion of market neutrality is not uni-

versal. Market neutrality only applies to eligible counterparties that fit with the ECB’s policy objectives.  

There are two replies to this concern: the first one comes from Isabel Schnabel who advocates replacing 

the principle of market neutrality with ‘market efficiency’. The latter refers to a policy stance that aims at 

minimizing externalities (Schnabel, 2021b). Though in conflict with market neutrality, the selectiveness 

implied by green monetary policy would align with market efficiency. This is because green monetary 

policy contributes to reducing climate externalities in the form of CRFRs. Through factoring in CRFRs as 

aimed at by green monetary policy, prices and risk assessment would receive a corrective tweak and are 

no longer distorted. Resulting CRFR-adequate investments and correct relative prices would enhance mar-

ket efficiency. Thus, assuming market efficiency, the selectiveness of green monetary policy is no longer 

problematic.  

For a sceptic towards market efficiency, a second response is that the favourable treatment of some sectors 

should be accepted if ultimately conducive to the ECB’s mandate. A reason why one might find this ar-

gument appealing is that the ECB seems to have acted with a similar rationale during and in the aftermath 

of the European debt crisis when extensively and selectively purchasing sovereign debt of crisis shaken 

countries. In summary, green monetary policy proponents do not necessarily question the ECB’s mandate 

but rather regard a green selective monetary policy as necessary to accomplish it. Whether this claim is 

correct, is an empirical question that shall be answered at the time when evidence on implemented green 

monetary policy is available. 
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7. Concluding Remarks and Topics for Future Research 

In this thesis, I aimed to give an impact assessment of GTLTROs. GTLTROs are central bank refinancing 

facilities in which lending rates are conditional on banks’ green lending performance: banks that increment 

lending to green credit-takers are rewarded with lower borrowing rates. Assessing the expected impact of 

GTLTROs, I first focused on their effect on lending. I have argued that GTLTROs exhibit a cost advantage 

in terms of interest costs and thus are likely to attract extensive participation. Turning to the pass-through 

of lending, I worked out a possible distortion that could arise as banks are differently positioned to restruc-

ture their portfolio given the changed funding environment implied by GTLTROs. Following van’t 

Klooster and van Tilburg (2020), I proposed correction factors to remedy this distortion. I further pointed 

to challenges for pass-through related to the uncertainty, high up-front costs and longer maturities involved 

in green lending relationships. Here, GTLTROs face considerable hurdles but could also, if successful in 

diminishing these hurdles, unravel a strong impact by unchaining bank lending which has up till now been 

deadlocked for green investments (de Haas & Popov, 2019). Regarding the impact of GTLTROs on fi-

nancial stability I argued that their usefulness for liquidity conversion and thus participation would decline 

if they included a restrictive green collateral modification. As opposed to this, the downgrading effect of 

expansionary green collateral modifications on credit risk is small. Here, collateral policies have been iden-

tified as a powerful adjustment skew with which policy-makers could calibrate the policy focus on ‘con-

ventional’ financial stability versus reduction of CRFRs. 

In terms of market effects, GTLTROs can be expected to entail almost no funding externalities for banks 

but they likely do in the corporate sector. Since the selective impact of green monetary policy has been 

subject to critique by numerous sceptics, I have defended the favouritism implied in green monetary policy 

stressing its corrective tweak on prices and its mandate compatibility.  

In summary, this thesis has found that GTLTROs likely are an effective policy instrument that spurs lend-

ing while factoring in CRFRs. Given that side effects on markets are favourable as GBBs are not crowded 

out and side effects on financial stability controllable through the adjustment screw of collateral policies, 

GTLTROs seem better suited than conventional refinancing operations to contribute to the ECB’s man-

date. In this way, GTLTROs constitute a climate change coherent upgrade of refinancing operations and 

can be leveraged to support future ECB accommodative policies. A limitation of this impact assessment 

is that its validity could only be established for the Eurozone. Further efforts are necessary to show its 

transferability or generalizability.  

Some points, which this analysis might have identified but which could not be covered here, are promising 

focal points of future efforts. This is true for spill-over effects which could be induced by GTLTROs when 
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investors redeploy capital from overprized green assets and stocks to higher-yielding brown alternatives. 

Also, more research is needed to better understand the interplay of conventional and green liquidity facil-

ities of differing maturities to allow for optimal dosage of short-term financial stability support and CRFRs 

guidance. Related to this, evaluating how GTLTROs could be calibrated with other monetary policy tools 

is critical. Moreover, this analysis has bracketed possible effects on expectations, conceivable as 

GTLTROs are geared to longer maturities and might lock in lending rates. Also, the application of 

GTLTROs in a positive interest rate environment could be analysed. Here, proposals on ‘dual interest rate 

policies’ present a promising starting point to discuss the use of GTLTROs in a positive interest rate envi-

ronment (Lonergan, 2019). For these and related ambitions I hope this analysis to have provided a fruitful 

and illuminating point of departure.  
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Appendix 

Interest Rate Cost Advantage Calculation (see Section 4.1):  

To compute the funding costs of GTLTROs, the first step is to account for haircuts. The application of 

haircuts by the Eurosystem leaves the bank with a discounted remainder. For this amount, the bank has to 

collect funds on an unsecured basis (Will & von Koss, 2016). To exemplify, a bank that receives EUR 80 

after having pledged a security worth EUR 100, has to refund EUR 20 on an unsecured basis. I proxy this 

unsecured remainder with green senior unsecured bond yields building an approach explained in Sugo 

and Vergote (2020) described by Will and von Koss (2016). Yields and further data are taken from Refin-

itiv Eikon. 

As stated in Section 4.1, I stipulate that a bank takes up EUR 1 m of GTLTRO funds. For credit institutes, 

the ECB applies Category IV-haircuts which for the given maturity of 4 years amount to 10.4% (ECB, 

2015). Thus, of the EUR 1 m, EUR 104 000 have to be accounted for as if they were green senior uncov-

ered bonds (Sugo & Vergote, 2020). I get an average yield of 0.4362124 % for this class. For the remaining 

EUR 896 000, the GTLTRO rate applies. Here I compare two scenarios, the lower rate of minus 0.4%, 

which is charged to banks that lend above or equal to their benchmark and the baseline rate of 0.0%.  

Next, I have calculated costs for green covered bonds. I take green covered bonds with a maturity compa-

rable to that of GTLTROs as the bond class of reference. I get an average yield of 0.2417006%. Yields are 

considerably lower than what other authors have found to be typical for green bonds (e.g. Fatica et al. 

(2021), 3.02 % ) which can be explained by typically longer maturities of green bonds (Harrison & 

Muething, 2021). Following Will and von Koss (2016), I add a new issuance premium of 5 basis points 

to yields of green bonds so that green bond yields are at 0.2917006%.  

For the robustness check, I enlarged the sample of ‘green covered senior class bonds’ to include ‘green 

covered non-senior class bonds’. Here, I get an average yield of 0.200395%.  

Yield* is the green covered bond yield at which GTLTRO interest costs are equal to green covered bond 

interest costs. To obtain Yield*, I equated GTLTRO costs for the respective scenarios with green covered 

bond costs.  

Below, the formula used to calculate the cost advantage is given:  

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝐴𝑑𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 (%) = 1 −  
1 000 000 + 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝐺𝑇𝐿𝑇𝑅𝑂𝑠 

1 000 000 + 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝐵𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠
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